Rheine, 3rd July, 2017

Press release
Industry Customer Confidence Prize goes to DEOS AG! in the building automation systems category
On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of cci Dialog GmbH, the "Customer
Confidence Prize of the LüKK (German refrigeration, ventilation and air-conditioning sector)" was awarded to DEOS AG for the first time at a ceremony
in Karlsruhe. 25,600 votes decided which of the seventy manufacturers of the
ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration industry were honoured with a
prize in the individual categories.
With third place in the "Building automation systems" category, partners, planners
and users expressed their confidence in the products, solutions and services of DEOS
AG. This meant that the company prevailed against other large representatives of the
industry in the matters of dependability and recommendation. The evaluation criteria
taken into consideration included technology, conceptual consultation, after-sales service and recommendability.
"We now enjoy a very high level of proven trust from our partners. That's a great feeling." said Stefan Plüth, DEOS Executive Board Member, who accepted the Customer
Confidence Prize on behalf of all DEOS employees.
This award and the corresponding vote of confidence are especially gratifying on the
50th company anniversary. What started as a regionally-based company in 1967 has
become internationally-oriented DEOS AG (Digital Energy Optimisation Systems) with
more than 200 employees in 2017. For more than 50 years, the DEOS employees
have been enthusiastically finding solutions for modern building automation.
About cci Dialog GmbH
cci Dialog GmbH is a specialist information provider in the ventilation, air-conditioning
and refrigeration industry with its head office in Karlsruhe. As an important trade
magazine, it provides information on trends and products. On the occasion of the 50th
anniversary of its existence, cci Dialog GmbH launched the Customer Confidence Prize
of the ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration industry.

Further information is available at
www.deos-ag.com
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DEOS AG has supported its customers in all areas surrounding integral building automation, single room solutions and energy management for 50 years. DEOS AG
(Digital Energy Optimization Systems) develops, produces and distributes intelligent solutions, products and
services for building automation.
DEOS AG customers can find all the necessary components for the management, controller and field level here
to offer building users even more comfort. The DEOS
portfolio is used primarily by operators of hotel, office
buildings, swimming facilities/thermal springs, hospitals,
airports, schools/universities, museums, etc.
DEOS® is a registered trademark of DEOS AG. In 2017
DEOS AG celebrated its company anniversary: 50 years
of innovations and technologies for intelligent buildings.
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